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Figure 1: Researcher using the interactive fdget object while working at their desk. 

ABSTRACT 
Mind-wandering (MW) and fdgeting are both present as pervasive 
phenomena in everyday life and can positively impact ideation. 
Importantly, within the MW experience, MW can manifest in bodily 
behaviors such as physical fdgeting. Here, we use an extended mind 
framework to consider fdgeting as a case of extended MW, where 
(part of) a MW episode is mediated by a fdget object. We position 
extended MW, fdgeting, and cognition as interrelated processes. 
We present the design of an interactive haptic fdget object that 
aims to support introspective self-awareness in MW and aid in idea 
synthesis. We discuss the results of an exploratory user evaluation 
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in which the fdget object was used by designers during a personally 
relevant work session combining research, synthesis, and creativity. 
We close this paper by discussing the initial fndings of our research, 
the implications for extended MW, and additional propositions for 
future research directions. 
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• Human-centered computing → Haptic devices; User centered
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Mind-wandering (MW) is a frequent occurrence in everyday life [35], 
and research aimed at better understanding MW has increased in 
recent years [9]. There are various positive efects associated with 
MW, such as improved management of personal goals [5], creative 
problem solving [4], and introspective, self-directed thought [20]. 
Conversely, negative efects of MW are also prominent in literature 
concerning subjective well-being [35], performance of daily life 
tasks [40], and attention and retention [22]. The contrasting efects 
of MW can be partially attributed to variable defnitions of MW as 
a phenomenon. 

Currently, there is no consensus on the defnition of MW [25, 26, 
55]. One approach is to consider MW from a “family resemblance” 
perspective, where MW is characterised as a natural category with 
graded membership [55]. Some exemplars of MW may be more 
or less prototypical than others, which can be determined by the 
number of shared features of a given defnition [55]. The beneft 
of a family resemblance perspective on MW is that it recognizes 
MW as a heterogeneous construct that covers various behaviors 
and subjective experiences, such as day dreaming, tuning out, and 
zoning out [25]. A family resemblance perspective also opens up 
conceptualisations of MW that are not purely “mental”. Dias da 
Silva et al. [18] argue that, in some instances, MW manifests itself 
in bodily behaviors, such as averting one’s gaze upwards, bounc-
ing one’s leg, or fdgeting with an object. On Dias da Silva et al.’s 
account, these behaviors should be considered as symptomatic of 
MW [18], with MW proper still being confned to exclusively in-
ternal, brain-based processes. The study of bodily behaviors like 
fdgeting in relation to MW could shed new light on such behaviors, 
however, the confnement of MW to internal states is problematic 
in light of recent developments in 4E cognition theories. These the-
ories argue (in various ways) that minds are not purely internal but 
are best understood as spanning brain, body, and environment; in 
other words, are embodied, embedded, extended, and enactive [46]. 

An account of such a 4E perspective on MW is given by Bru-
ineberg and Fabry [7] who present an extended mind approach to 
MW and discuss how MW can be extended through unintentional 
smartphone use. The original extended mind thesis argues that 
cognitive processes and mental states extend into the environment, 
and are thus not just “in the head” [12]. When using tools, such 
as notebooks or smartphones, these tools should be considered as 
an integral part of cognitive processes in the solving of tasks. Bru-
ineberg and Fabry [7] argue that such cognitive extensions are not 
just relevant to cognitive tasks, but also to task-unrelated cognitive 
processes, such as MW. Habitual, unrefective use of smartphones, 
where the device mediates MW, should be considered a form of 
extended MW [see also 26]. 

From the previous we can gather that MW is at least partially 
manifested as bodily behaviors [18] and that MW can be extended 
when it is mediated through the use of tools such as smartphones [7, 
26]. Following the proposal of Bruineberg and Fabry [7], we con-
sider task-unrelated bodily behaviors, in particular, fdgeting [18], 
which often involves specifc artifacts such as fdget objects [34], as 
an interesting exemplar of extended MW. In line with an extended 
mind approach, we argue that fdgeting is not just a symptom of 
mind-wandering, but should be considered as an integral part of an 

extended MW episode in which the fdget object mediates extended 
MW (see Figure 2). MW itself thus extends through fdgeting with 
objects. Evidence for this notion is found in experimental research 
into MW and fdgeting [11, 22, 54, 65]. 

Figure 2: Figure A depicts minds and mind-wandering as be-
ing internal, brain-based processes. Here, fdgeting can only 
ever be a symptom of mind-wandering. Conversely, Figure B 
represents an extended mind approach. Here, minds extend 
beyond brains to include bodies and environments. Mind-
wandering also extends beyond the brain. Here, fdgeting is 
not merely a symptom of mind-wandering but an integral 
part of it. 

Approaching fdgeting from this extended MW perspective opens 
up opportunities to design fdgeting interventions for MW. The 
design of interactive tools that can adaptively guide fdgeting behav-
ior and thus, considering fdgeting as a central part of an extended 
MW episode, guide (part of) a MW episode, could be benefcial. 
This especially holds true when we consider the positive role that 
(extended) MW can play in creativity [4], self-directed thought [20], 
and introspection which are central to design work [66]. We pro-
pose that interactive fdget objects, by virtue of ofering physical 
extensions of MW, can be useful tools for productive extended MW 
during creative processes in design work. In addition, interactive fd-
get objects might also serve as refective tools that aid designers in 
developing self-awareness regarding their extended MW behaviors 
and the felt impact of these behaviors. 

The main contributions of this paper are threefold: frst, we 
present a novel theoretical perspective on object-mediated fdgeting 
as a form of extended MW. Second, to embody this theoretical 
perspective, we present the design of an interactive fdget object 
(the Fidget Knob) in the form of a haptic device that enables adaptive 
fdgeting and recording of fdgeting behaviors. Third, we present an 
explorative user evaluation in which participants used the Fidget 
Knob during a personally relevant creative session. The insights of 
this evaluation are used to refect on extended MW, fdgeting, and 
the potential of interactive fdgeting devices. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Mind-wandering 
MW is conventionally treated as an unwanted state that hinders 
focused work [10, 43]. However, much recent research has shifted 
to explore positive consequences of MW [49]. Researchers have sug-
gested various potential benefts that MW may ofer [58], among 
which, creativity or promoting the generation of novel and valu-
able thoughts, ideas, and insights, has attracted signifcant atten-
tion. Smallwood and Schooler [58] argue that MW facilitates cre-
ative incubation, and therefore should be seen as a mode of creative 
problem solving, rather than simply an unwanted state of distrac-
tion [57]. Sawyer suggests that “brief episodes of mind-wandering 
may provide the mind with moments of ‘mini incubation’ that 
contribute to creative thought, by temporarily taking conscious 
attention away from the problem at hand and providing a brief op-
portunity for insight to occur” [51, p.146]. A recent study found that 
daily ideas, as reported by the participating writers and physicists, 
that occurred in the moments of spontaneous task-independent 
MW were more likely to be impasse-overcoming (i.e., experiencing 
a “eureka moment”), in comparison with those generated during 
focused work [23]. A study by Baird et al. [4] showed signifcant 
evidence for the facilitating efect of mind-wandering on creative 
incubation. The authors claimed that conditions that favor MW 
(i.e., taking a break involving an undemanding task compared with 
simply rest, doing demanding task, and taking no break) enhance 
creativity [4]. However, later studies failed to replicate these re-
sults [59] and Steindorf et al. [60] challenged “the idea of mind-
wandering states contributing to a creative-incubation process in 
divergent-thinking tasks” [60, p.584]. 

Murray et al. [44] ofer two potential reasons for the low replica-
bility of MW-related creativity experiments. First, “task-unrelated 
thought”, the widely used defnition and measure of MW, does not 
describe the kind of MW that benefts creativity, because thoughts 
being task-unrelated is not necessarily equal to being exploratory 
and unconstrained and vice versa. Thus, an updated defnition and 
measure of MW is needed to allow us to better explore the relation-
ship between MW and creativity. Here, taking a family resemblance 
approach to MW [55] opens up possibilities for studying MW phe-
nomena in relation to creativity. Second, applying methods that 
measure a single type of creativity in an experimental setup may 
not be a fruitful approach to understanding the positive relation-
ship between MW and creativity that has been observed mostly in 
everyday life. Thus, one important methodological improvement is 
to engage participants in creatively solving problems with personal 
relevance [44]. We take this point into account in the setup of our 
fdgeting and MW study (see Section 4). 

Finally, work by Agnoli et al. [2] holds a nuanced position as 
the authors fnd that distinguishable types of MW (classifed as 
“deliberate” and “spontaneous,” or meta-aware and meta-unaware, 
respectively) correlated oppositely with creative performance, with 
deliberate MW predicting increased performance. This potential 
infuence of meta-awareness is echoed by Zedelius and Schooler 
[67], who demonstrate the value of and call for “constructive,” meta-
aware, and purposeful MW to facilitate creative thinking. These 
fne-grained distinctions in MW suggest that, to support creativity, 
a guided and intentional approach to MW may be fruitful. We see 

potential here for interactive fdget devices to provide such delib-
erate guidance, specifcally when we view MW from an extended 
mind perspective. 

2.2 Extended mind-wandering 
The original extended mind thesis, as formulated by Clark and 
Chalmers [12], holds that, simply put, cognition is not “all in the 
head”. Instead, we should consider resources in the environment 
as integral to cognition: “If, as we confront some task, part of the 
world functions as a process which, were it done in the head, we 
would have no hesitation in recognizing as part of the cognitive 
process, then that part of the world is (so we claim) part of the 
cognitive process.” [12, p.8, emphasis in original]. The quintessen-
tial example is of a person using a notebook to navigate towards 
some destination, where the notebook replaces remembering di-
rectional instructions (i.e., biological memory [7]). Other examples 
include modern-day technologies, such as smartphones, which can 
serve as cognitive extensions for a range of diferent tasks, such 
as interpersonal communication, spatial navigation, and remem-
bering. Importantly, this “frst wave” extended mind thinking is 
based on the parity principle; functional equality between internal 
and external cognitive processes (e.g., a notebook functionally re-
placing biological memory) [7, 24, 26]. Second wave extended mind 
theory [7, 24, 62], on the other hand, considers complementarity, 
rather than parity. On this second wave account, external compo-
nents (e.g., notebooks, smartphones) need not functionally replace 
internal cognitive processes, but can complement them. The second 
wave perspective is important for fdgeting as a case of extended 
MW, as it allows fdgeting to not necessarily be a replacement for 
internal MW. In other words, fdgeting may be an important part 
of a MW episode and serve a functionally complementary role to 
internal MW processes. Our approach in this paper follows the 
second wave extended mind approach. 

Most work on the extended mind thesis (both frst and sec-
ond wave approaches) primarily concerns cognitive tasks. In con-
trast, Bruineberg and Fabry [7] build on second wave extended 
mind approaches and provide a conceptual framework that fo-
cuses on task-unrelated cognition, specifcally MW. The authors 
argue that habitual, diversionary smartphone use, also concep-
tualised as absent-minded smartphone use [38] and smartphone-
related inattentiveness [37], are “canonical cases of extended mind-
wandering” [7, p.4, emphasis in original]. In such cases, a person 
may fnd themselves using their smartphone without there neces-
sarily being a task-specifc reason to do so. MW is mediated by the 
smartphone and thus qualifes as a case of extended cognition [7]. 
Whether or not smartphone mediated, extended MW ofers some of 
the same benefts as non-extended MW is still an open question. Go-
zli [26] does speculate that smartphones may serve as a tools for 
specifc forms of MW; social networking sites, for example, might 
help one to mind wander about social relationships. More gener-
ally, Gozli [26] suggests that “[w]e might also be able to control 
MW with the help of technologies designed for regulation of our 
attention” (p.118). Inspired by the work of Bruineberg and Fabry 
[7] and Gozli [26], we suggest that fdgeting, when viewed as a 
member of the extended MW family, ofers a potentially interesting 
route for guiding MW episodes. 
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2.3 Fidgeting as extended mind-wandering 
Fidgeting is a common behavior with close to 50% of adults fdget-
ing regularly [27], though individual diferences in the frequency 
and style of fdgeting also exist [11, 54]. An agreed upon defni-
tion of fdgeting is currently lacking, but it is typically described 
as physical movements that are nonessential to some ongoing fo-
cus task. Frequently, fdgeting involves small external objects like 
rocks, pens, and rings, but it is also common to use one’s own 
body (twirling hair, scratching one’s face, etc.) [34]. These types 
of fdgeting can be described as either “micro” or “macro” fdget-
ing [22], where the former refers to small movements often made 
with the hands while interacting with an objects and the latter 
refers to whole body movements, or movements with larger body 
parts [54], such as squirming in a seat. Farley et al. [22] demon-
strated negative efects on lecture material retention for macro, but 
not micro, fdgeting. Thus, there is evidence for distinguishable 
types of fdgeting which can difer in impact efect. Little research 
has focused on diferentiating efects of fdgeting with a “self-touch” 
component from object-based fdgeting, though self-touch itself 
is a popular research topic. As Karlesky and Isbister [32, 34] have 
established, fdgeting exhibits a lot of potential “in the margins” of 
the workplace, a physical and mental environment that does not 
readily support whole-body, macro fdgeting and movement. In 
order to provide a clear scope for our research, as well as address 
an understudied subcategory of fdgeting, we focus exclusively on 
object-mediated, micro scale fdgeting, excluding both fdgeting in 
a “self-touch” style and macro-scale movements. 

There are many proposed reasons why people fdget, primarily 
grouped in a few categories. First, multiple authors suggest fdgeting 
for arousal self-regulation (a component of afect) or as a response 
to boredom [22, 50, 64, 68]. Others suggest fdgeting is a form of 
embodied self-regulation that can bound and encourage focus and 
attention [21, 32]. Another prevailing theory is that bodily fdgeting 
is a biological process to optimize calorie burn called ‘non-exercise 
activity thermogenesis’ [36]. 

As previously discussed, second wave extended mind theories 
enable the understanding of fdgeting as both complementary to 
internal cognition and as an exemplar of extended MW. Therefore, 
no matter its efects, fdgeting can be clearly positioned as a member 
of the “mind-wandering family” as discussed by Seli et al. [55] 
and Bruineberg and Fabry [7]. The dimensions of task relatedness, 
perceptual coupling, intentionality, and meta-awareness are used 
to situate fdgeting within and establish the boundaries of this MW 
family. 

Fidgeting has previously been classifed as “non instrumental 
movement” [64] that by defnition does not pertain to the primary 
task [41]. We wish to further draw a distinction between task-
relatedness and purpose. Fidgeting may lack the clear, desired out-
come that underpins instrumental movements, but this does not 
render it purposeless. We propose that fdgeting may have an im-
plicit, unconscious purpose as a critical component of extended MW. 
Recently, a study of neural activity in mice reveals signifcant cogni-
tive infuence of task-unrelated movement while solving a primary 
task [45], which could be equated to a form of extended MW. This 
movement in mice has already been compared to human fdgeting 

behaviors [39]. Other authors, such as Mittner et al. [42], have pro-
posed fner distinctions between being on-task and MW, suggesting 
fdgeting is indicative of a “light MW” state of exploratory of-focus 
thought. This middle ground occupied by fdgeting challenges the 
instrumental (goal-directed and purposeful) classifcation of tech-
nology use as applied to extended mind-wandering by Bruineberg 
and Fabry [7] (adapted from Hiniker et al. [30]). 

Fidgeting is also perceptually coupled (e.g., through sensorimo-
tor coupling with a fdget spinner or other object). This goes against 
many conventional conceptions of MW as being perceptually de-
coupled, but note that Gozli [26] argues that “characterizing MW in 
terms of perceptual decoupling, or in terms of attention to ‘internal’ 
and private events, neglects instances where MW is enabled, trig-
gered, and guided by perception of external events” [26, p.117]. We 
therefore situate fdgeting as a clear “style” of extended MW that 
integrates perceptual coupling and uses external events to infuence 
and shape a MW episode [see also 7, 55]. 

Previous MW research has shown fdgeting to increase during 
unintentional mind-wandering [11], with Seli et al. [54] fnding 
a particular correlation between depth of MW and total amount 
of fdgeting movement. People often engage in fdgeting without 
the intention to do so [47]. However, there are also cases in which 
people may deliberately fdget, indeed, people purchase fdgeting 
devices for the intended use of fdgeting with them [34]. We recog-
nize fdgeting as spanning this intentionality spectrum, presenting a 
design opportunity to modulate intentionality for selective beneft. 

Fidgeting is unguided and meandering, and can wax and wane 
during a mind-wandering episode [55]. This not only applies to the 
intention behind the fdgeting, but also its related attribute of meta-
awareness. Just as intention changes, so can meta-awareness, so 
it is not a required component of fdgeting behavior [47]. Anecdo-
tally, fdgeting on the active side of the “active engagement-passive 
experience” spectrum (or meta-aware/unaware spectrum) utilizes 
dynamic stimuli to support daydreaming, surmount mental blocks, 
and broaden experience to encourage and inspire creativity [34]. 
We anticipate meta-awareness to contribute to intentionality in 
fdgeting and vice-versa. 

Clarifying and explicating these dimensions of extended MW 
allows us to clearly situate fdgeting as a proper, distinguishable 
member of the MW family. When viewed from the extended mind 
perspective, the argument for including fdgeting is only further 
strengthened. 

2.4 Existing fdgeting devices 
Existing research on fdgeting largely concerns analysis of “of-the-
shelf” objects and devices, such as stress balls, fdget cubes, and 
fdget spinners. Given the immense popularity of these devices, 
such a choice is highly pragmatic. However, purpose-built research 
artifacts for triggering, modulating, and recording fdgeting inter-
actions would also provide access to a deeper level of insight in 
research [see, for example, 16]. 

Existing design work on fdgeting occupies a broader focus than 
MW alone, primarily within the space of “embodied self-regulation.” 
These works are in turn inspired by devices like the Mind spheres 
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speculative interactive meditation aid and the Relax! pen, a pro-
totype device leveraging implicit interaction for afect modifca-
tion [8, 19]. Karlesky and Isbister [33] created two “Fidget Widget” 
prototypes using the Sifteo platform of connected, sensor- and 
touch display-enabled blocks to enable “mindless” interactions to 
selectively infuence cognitive and afective states. A thematically-
related in-process work leverages an AR system and fdgeting mo-
tions to support emotion regulation [31]. 

Two connected papers describe the construction and testing, 
respectively, of soft-bodied interactive fdget objects [13, 15]. The 
devices, in the forms of animals, embody multiple desirable fdget-
ing interactions such as squeezing, stroking, clicking, and more. 
Further, these interactions were captured by embedded sensors 
and fed back to provide limited dynamic interaction through “LED 
eyes” on each animal. This idea of an instrumented fdget object 
was further evolved in da Câmara’s PhD thesis [14] through the 
“Fidgetato” prototype. This potato-shaped device logs the state of 
buttons, a tilt switch, and a pressure sensor with a timestamp to 
later enable data analysis. The Fidgetato lacks user-customizable 
options in feedback sensation or interaction mode, but is still an 
important example of an instrumented fdget object. 

Contemporary work in design-centered fdget research reveals a 
few key underexplored opportunities: frst, existing research only 
tangentially considers the interplay of fdgeting and MW, if at all, 
and thus our theoretical proposal broadens the range of potential 
applications for fdgeting. Second, providing user customizable 
interactions in fdget devices, especially if that device is centered in 
the physical (not digital) world, would be relatively novel. Third, the 
data logging of an instrumented fdget object can be leveraged not 
only for immediate feedback modulation but also for retrospective 
behavioral self-awareness. No one research fdget device has yet 
combined haptic feedback, personalization, and instrumentation in 
a robust manner. 

3 DESIGN OF AN INTERACTIVE FIDGET 
DEVICE 

3.1 Goals 
Our approach takes fdgeting to be an integral part of an extended 
MW episode. As we argued previously, this opens up opportunities 
for examining extended MW through interactive fdgeting devices. 
Such devices can adapt to users’ fdgeting preferences and can 
provide measurements of fdgeting behavior, where both of these 
traits are unique in comparison with traditional fdgeting devices, 
which are often ’dead’ objects repurposed for fdgeting use [34]. 
The Fidget Knob may not immediately supplant other existing (re-
purposed) fdget objects for every user, but rather exemplifes a new 
class of technologically-enabled and responsive fdget devices. With 
the connection between extended MW, fdgeting, and creativity as 
evidenced by the literature, interactive fdgeting devices have the 
potential to provide new insights into fdgeting as extended MW 
by ofering recording of fdgeting behaviors, to provide personal 
retrospective insights into MW, and to guide a person’s extended 
MW by providing adaptive haptic feedback. With these aims in 
mind we set out to create the Fidget Knob. 

Figure 3: The Fidget Knob removed from its base and held 
securely in one hand by the user. 

3.2 Research Device: Fidget Knob 
While elements of fdgeting interactions are classifable and recur-
ring [15, 21], each individual still exhibits clear (and often narrow) 
fdgeting preferences. Accordingly, there will be no one fdget ob-
ject or device that suits all users, so the Fidget Knob seeks to cover 
the widest base possible through it’s implementation of interac-
tive, “digital” haptic feedback. We sought to isolate a single type 
of movement for measurement, so we selected rotating a circular 
object axially due to it’s relative popularity for fdgeting [21]. The 
Knob’s design allows a user to select specifc fdgeting modes, with 
diferent types of haptic feedback to suit their personal preferences. 
In the current implementation, the Fidget Knob features nine preset 
modes of feedback meant to a cover the general range of possibil-
ities, from very fne to coarse detents, light to heavy forces, and 
more. Figure 4 visualises the haptic feedback sensations currently 
produced by the Knob. Utilizing software-controlled “digital de-
tents” (instead of traditional mechanical detents) supports a range 
of haptic feedback vastly more diverse than ofered by existing fd-
get objects, and theoretically unlimited distinguishable patterns of 
haptic feedback can be created. The Fidget Knob also enables data 
logging and analysis of fdgeting interactions within a single device, 
which can aid a user’s self-awareness with regards to fdgeting as a 
part of an extended MW episode. 

The Fidget Knob is a derivative design of a recent open-source 
project called the Haptic Knob by Scott Bezek [6], which is itself 
based on the open-source SimpleFOC platform [56]. The device 
consists of a brushless DC motor, magnet, and radial magnetic 
position sensor precisely aligned within a 3D-printed assembly, 
as well as a secondary box housing the control electronics, mode 
switch, indicator LED, and I/O ports. The knob and sensor assembly 
is tethered to the control box through an umbilical wire bundle. 
The knob’s motion and haptic feedback is generated with a vector 
control (or feld-oriented control) algorithm, capable of simulating 
diferent patterns and forces of “digital detents” within the rota-
tion of the knob. To enable fexible modes of working in line with 
the adaptable feedback ofered by the device, the Fidget Knob is 
magnetically secured in a weighted tabletop base and can also be 
easily removed to become handheld. The general form factor of 
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Figure 4: A graphical depiction of the Fidget Knob with 9 feedback modes. Th outermost shape on each knob represents the 
perceived sensation of the haptic feedback. 

the device is constrained by the shape and size of the DC motor, 
as selecting a smaller size would render the haptic feedback too 
weak. Material selection (3D printed PLA) was driven by ease of 
manufacturing and widespread availability. Further, chosen micro-
electronic components were selected for ease-of-use over reduced 
size or cost. As the device is intended as an open source research 
tool, it’s design was largely infuenced by the aim of consciously 
lowering the knowledge barrier for it’s construction and operation. 

The Fidget Knob runs frmware, written in C++, on an ESP32 
microcontroller and controls motor phases with a TMC6300 motor 
driver and a 10 volt, 1.5amp DC power supply. The Fidget Knob 
logs timestamped data for the knob’s absolute position, angular 
velocity, and applied phase voltages, through USB serial connec-
tion and a Processing script. These data function as proxies for 
overall amount of use (position/distance), engagement frequency 
and urgency (velocity), and resistive force (applied voltage and 
position). 

The specifcations, software, CAD fles, and instructions for the 
Fidget Knob are covered under the Apache 2.0 and CC BY 4.0 “At-
tribution” licenses. All documentation and fles can be found here: 
https://github.com/jeichenlaub/fdgetknob. It is a goal of this re-
search to provide the Fidget Knob as a platform for further in-
strumented fdgeting research with a variety of populations and 
purposes (see Discussion), and to that aim, one could reconstruct 
this Fidget Knob in its entirety from the open-source fles. 

4 USER EVALUATION 
In order to explore our conception of extended MW and the po-
tential of the Fidget Knob to help users refect on their extended 
MW behaviors, we conducted an exploratory user evaluation. This 
evaluation focused on the relation between extended MW, fdget-
ing, and behavioral expression. In the evaluation we sought to both 
record (using the knob) and observe moments of extended MW. 
We were particularly interested in situations where participants’ 
self-reported MW co-occurred with fdgeting behavior, something 
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Figure 5: The Fidget Knob full assembly shown next to a 
laptop in an empty workspace. 

which we take as an indication of extended MW. We created an 
isolated context with a physically stationary participant and one 
specifc focus task, where that task was both personally relevant 
and involved elements of synthesis and creativity. Our aim was 
to take a frst step towards better understanding object-mediated 
fdgeting as a form of extended MW. 

4.1 Methods 
The present evaluation is structured to gather qualitative and quan-
titative data on fdgeting tendencies and efects in a small group 
of participants. This data collection is accompanied by an inter-
view for explanation and clarifcation of the captured events and 
other experiences during the evaluation. Through this evaluation, 
we immersed participants in a design-adjacent work task with el-
ements of research, synthesis, and creativity and observed their 
behavior with the Fidget Knob. The intent of this evaluation is 
not to prove any single generalizable theory, but rather to start 
from the individual. We explore the possibilities for the Fidget 
Knob to support meta-awareness of extended MW within object-
mediated fdgeting interactions and uncover whether self-reported 
MW (or data-captured MW) co-occur with fdgeting. The study was 
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Delft 
University of Technology, application #2643. 

4.2 Participants 
We felt it important to constrain the scope of the primary work task 
for our participants, even as we sought to allow freedom to fdget 
and work in a personally optimized way. For this, we gathered all 
participants from a specifc subgroup of masters’ degree students at 
the Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering at the Delft University 
of Technology. Each participant was in the middle-to-late stages 
of formulating their “project brief” (PB), a critical document for 
structuring and commencing the individual fnal thesis project. This 
brief is made outside the scope of formal coursework, requiring 
personal agency and self-sufciency to complete. Importantly for 
this research, the PB requires academic literature research, creative 
synthesis and “connecting the dots” between abstract concepts, 
personal refection, future planning, and more. Selecting the PB 

as the task for this study follows methodological improvement 
advice for studies on MW and creativity given by Murray et al. [44] 
by providing a task with strong personal relevance that requires 
complex creativity. 

Our six participants were distributed fve female and one male, 
spanning an age range of 23 to 31. Four of the six participants 
described themselves as fdgeters, with two of these four expressing 
a deeper interest in analyzing their own fdgeting behaviors on a 
regular basis. Two participants (#1 and 3) considered fdgeting 
“unnecessary” and not valuable or desirable. Importantly, these 
participants were still known to fdget, suggesting that fdgeting 
is not so much a choice as a latent characteristic. This variety in 
participant disposition towards fdgeting is later represented and 
visible in the results of the evaluation. 

4.3 Procedure 
Each of the six participants joined a session that lasted between 
100 and 120 minutes, which included: 

• A briefng and informed consent 
• A short (2-3 minute) exploration period for using the Fidget 
Knob 

• 60-70 minutes “immersion period” for utilizing the Fidget 
Knob alongside working on the PB. 

• A 30-minute semi-structured interview at the conclusion of 
the immersion period. 

The evaluation was conducted in a quiet and isolated study room in 
the StudioLab on TU Delft campus (Figure 6). The worktable surface 
and Fidget Knob were video recorded to later compare physical 
fdgeting movements to logged data from the device. 

Participants were instructed that their primary task during the 
evaluation was to work on their PB in as natural a manner as 
possible. The use of the Fidget Knob was not required in any form 
for the evaluation, and one was to use the Fidget Knob only if they 
felt like doing so. An observing researcher (frst author) was present 
during the entire session with the primary aims of conducting 
the probes and taking notes on the participants’ behavior. These 
observations focused on recording moments of fdgeting (with or 
without the Fidget Knob), key changes in the participants’ body 
language and apparent focus, and environmental circumstances 
that could infuence the participants behavior. The researcher also 
monitored the Fidget Knob for proper functioning and data logging. 

4.4 Probes and Interviews 
To detect instances of MW during the evaluation and provide a 
basis for interview questions, participants were made to complete 
“categorical” type probes at semi-random moments. Review work 
conducted by Weinstein [63] found 69 methodological probe vari-
ants over 145 MW studies in fve general categories that vary in 
comprehensiveness and analysis workload. We selected the cat-
egorical probe structure for an appropriate balance between the 
efort required to complete the probe (and therefore distraction 
from the primary task) and quality of data returned. We also chose 
an extended probe interval (target of 12 minutes, and a minimum 
and maximum of 8 and 16 minutes between probes, respectively) 
as Seli et al. [53] report that MW is more likely to be caught and 
reported in a probe as a function of increased time between probes. 
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Figure 6: A view of the study location and experimental setup. 

The probes used were two-part: frst, participants were asked 
“which of the following categories best describes your thoughts in 
the last 5 seconds?” and chose from the following categories: 

(1) The project brief (PB) itself 
(2) Some topical information related to your work 
(3) A memory from the past 
(4) Something in the future 
(5) Current state of being (ex. I’m feeling hungry) 
(6) Thinking about using another technology or device (ex. tex-

ting, checking Facebook, etc.) 
(7) Other: 
From the above categorization, items 1 and 2 (italicized) represent 

on-task states, with 3-7 denoting MW. After the appropriate num-
ber(s) were selected, the researcher asked participants to further 
describe the contents of their thoughts to understand the nuance of 
responses, overlap between reported categories, and, importantly, 
whether a participant was able to introspectively understand if 
their mind had been wandering. 

The user evaluation session was followed by a semi-structured 
interview that asked both general questions on the participant 
experience and Fidget Knob perception as well as specifc questions 
over events that transpired during the evaluation session. Interview 
recordings were retroactively reviewed for specifc quotations and 

general notes were taken on key fndings concurrent with the 
interviews. The hands-on sessions, probes, and interviews together 
demonstrate some clear patterns in use and perception of fdgeting 
and its interplay with (extended) MW. 

5 RESULTS 
Since the data for this explorative evaluation include a diversity of 
interconnected sources (observation, probes, interview, and data 
recorded from the device), it is logical that the study results are 
themselves a synthesis of these sources. There is no specifc pre-
scribed qualitative analysis method applied to this study (like grounded 
theory or thematic analysis) and instead we use a holistic evalua-
tion of all the data available. A few elements drove the selection 
of the results presented here: frst, we paid particular attention to 
participant fdgeting behavior and Fidget Knob usage during and 
around probe-caught instances of mind wandering. These moments 
became key points of questioning during the interviews. While the 
restricted scope of six participants does not give much opportunity 
for statistical signifcance in data, opinions and perceptions that 
reoccurred across multiple participant interviews were fagged as 
important and included in the results, often with representative 
quotations. During the course of the device evaluation session, the 
observing researcher noted key moments of individually “out of 
the ordinary” fdgeting and work behaviors. These moments were 
later compared to the video recordings and timestamped fdgeting 
data to show how device use data was clearly linked to real-world 
occurrences. As with all researcher-centered analyses, the results 
as presented thus contain an element of subjective conclusion, and 
therefore already build towards the later discussion section. 

5.1 Fidgeting Cause and Efect 
As expected, any one individual exhibits vastly diferent tendencies 
towards fdgeting than another, supporting prior research inves-
tigating trait fdgeting [11]. These diferences are clearly visible 
in comparing traces of fdgeting activity over time for low and 
high-activity participants (#2 and 3, respectively). Participant 3 
only engaged with the device sparingly, and for a very short time 
at each instance. In our interview, the participant admitted most of 
the engagement was intentional to “ft the study,” and they would 
have done less naturally. In contrast, participant 2 is hands-on and 
engaged frequently (Figure 7). The interviews of participants 2 and 
3 revealed diferent opinions on the value of fdgeting as well as 
social stigmas that further contributed to the observed engagement 
disparity. Participant 3 was frequently reminded of their facial 
touch-based fdgeting by their friends in a somewhat shameful 
manner, where participant 2 experienced no such feedback. 

Device data reveals that diferent work activities produce diver-
gent interaction characteristics in fdgeting. Participant 1 remained 
relatively inactive while typing and writing in their project brief. 
The moment they switched to reading an academic paper, how-
ever, their fdget device use spiked (visible at the dotted line and 
shaded area in Figure 8). This suggests that micro, object-mediated 
fdgeting has strong situational, not global, benefts. In their own 
words, Participant 1 felt “. . . for some reason when I started reading, 
[fdgeting] kind of made me focus more.” 
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Figure 7: A comparison of the traces of the velocity of the Fidget Knob over time for participants 2 and 3. Velocity acts as a 
proxy for engagement with the device. 

Multiple participants exhibited fdgeting behavior outside of the 
knob during the study, largely with their own bodies and faces. 
When asked, many discussed prior awareness of this behavior, and 
one participant (4) ofered a potential explanation: 

I started touching my hair while I study, and it’s actually 
a problem because then I associate that motion with 
thinking. So, if I don’t do that, I think I’m not able to 
think! And with this [Fidget Knob] I didn’t do it now 
that I think about it. 

We can see that the Fidget Knob has potential to supplant exist-
ing ways of fdgeting that are harmful or distracting. Further, our 
participant explicitly describes their learned association between 
a fdgeting behavior and the ability to think. While this is only 
anecdotal evidence, it strongly aligns with fndings from this and 
past studies in fdgeting. 

5.1.1 Activity-Specific Fidgeting. While general patterns of en-
gagement emerged based on focus task, multiple participants also 
demonstrated diferent work activities to engender specifc fdget-
ing behaviors. For example, Participant 5 began to fdget when they 
“need to distract myself, I need to get rid of some thoughts” that are 
flling their head. The same participant also suggested “when I’m 
in the good fow and I’m focused, I don’t fdget that much. It’s the 

moment of fdgeting when I’m kind of. . . this switch between the 
[ongoing] tasks and what I should do now.” 

A particularly interesting scenario occurred while participant 2 
was reading an academic paper. The paper itself ended suddenly 
with no clear conclusion, in a way that seemed to be in error. This 
unexpected occurrence triggered an immediate change in bodily 
posture and in intensity of fdgeting (visible in Figure 7 at the 
red arrow). This episode could exhibit fdget device usage as a 
compensatory mechanism for some change in state outside the 
norm of what was expected in the work environment. 

5.2 Mental Representation 
Multiple participants expressed that interaction characteristics of 
each Fidget Knob mode could, in some way, form a representation 
of mental processes. When discussing the return-to-center mode 
(#6, blue), participant 4 ofered the following insight: 

I think of my brain, and of something I’m doing, and 
the two kind of go together in a way. I thought hmmm, 
maybe this is too. . . like it makes you feel stuck. Instead, 
if you keep going with the ‘fowy’ [modes]. . . it repre-
sents the mental fow.” 

Participant 5 also echoed these sentiments about the more resis-
tive feedback modes (#4 to 6), saying the modes would ft a more 
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Figure 8: Trace of the velocity of the Fidget Knob over time for participant 1 

high-stress work context, with the cycles of tension in the knob 
allowing for one to “release their stress”. Their propensity towards 
utilizing such modes drove self-awareness and informed them of 
their own internal stress during fdgeting episodes, yielding greater 
introspective knowledge than without the device. 

Extending this “mental representation,” fdgeting can also be 
seen as a vehicle through which thought is conducted (or inhibited). 
Participant 4 believed the resistance of the return-to-center mode 
would cause annoyance and they “could go crazy” as the knob 
“blocks you.” Participant 5 used the haptic and auditory clicks of the 
device as a physical signifer of mental movement from one idea 
to the next. Participant 2 also stated “it’s correlated with what I 
was reading. If I’m done with a sentence, I switched a click.” Not 
only does this embodied behavior represent the content of one’s 
thoughts, but also forms an integral component of executing those 
thoughts through a physical cognitive extension (i.e., the Fidget 
Knob). These results open up possibilities for situationally variable 
fdgeting feedback to support constructive extended MW, which 
we further elaborate in the discussion. 

5.3 Pleasurable Fidgeting 
Another popular use for the Fidget Knob was simply for pleasure-
seeking. Participant 1 enjoyed the prototype as it provided a plea-
surable scrolling similar to their mouse wheel, without the negative 
side efects of moving their display window around. Participant 6 
said “it was a good thing to always feel like I have a pet in my hand 

or something that is reacting to me. I like the little vibration [be-
tween detents].” Participant 3 felt the feedback provoked a “desire 
to play,” and participant 4 found the prototype so satisfying that 
they got distracted by the “instant gratifcation for the hands” the 
device ofered. While the purpose of this Fidget Knob is not only 
to provide pleasure, it can also be seen as a necessary component 
of voluntary engagement, and such engagement and desire is a 
prerequisite for accomplishing any future fdgeting-mediated goals. 
We do note, however, that the potential for the Fidget Knob to act as 
a distractor aligns with potentially negative efects of extended MW 
mediated through digital devices [7] (see also discussion section 
6.1.2). 

5.4 Consistent Preference 
Users exhibit both clear and enduring preferences for specifc modes 
of the Fidget Knob, with a general trend towards the lighter and 
fner modes (#2, 7, and 9) with unlimited rotation (see Figure 9) . 
Each participant verbalized having a specifc preferred mode (or 
two) for use while working and showed little to no interest in 
utilizing other modes. Our most consistent participant (3) used 
their favorite mode for 98.2% of the study duration, and the least 
consistent (4) used theirs for 38% of the time (and top 2 modes for 
73% of the time). This is in direct accordance with the observed 
principles of “individual consistency in collective variety” [21] and 
ritual interaction from prior fdgeting research [34]. 
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Figure 9: Distribution of participants’ selections of device 
mode during the study 

5.5 MW Probes 
Of the total of 29 probes, 6 probes captured a moment of MW as 
reported by participants. This amounts to 20.7%, which is on the 
low end of MW frequency given established frequency of mind-
wandering in work tasks is 20-50% [52]. Of these six MW-capturing 
probes, three showed the Fidget Knob itself was the key focus of the 
MW episode (always when set to a strong force mode; probe cate-
gory 7). Participant 3 was seen to increase their fdgeting behavior 
immediately before the fourth probe (the large spike in movement 
after 51 minutes elapsed in Figure 7). This probe demonstrated 
they were refecting on past memories of time with friends (probe 
category 3), a clear instance of mind-wandering within the work 
context. Probes also captured that fdgeting was more likely when 
performing a task related to the project brief like reading, instead of 
writing the brief itself, with participants 1, 5, and 6 fdgeting more 
when responding with category 2 than category 1 on the probes. 

Participant 6 took it upon themselves to provide self-caught (not 
probe-caught) open-ended reports of their MW when aware of it, 
demonstrating that participants were MW much more frequently 
than was caught with the probes. While the probes themselves did 
not link MW and fdgeting with as much clarity or frequency as 
anticipated, the responses did provide a clear basis for the interview 
discussion that underpins much of the presented results. 

5.6 Fidget Knob Itself 
Participants had much feedback to ofer on the Fidget Knob proto-
type, specifcally in terms of ways it could be made more suitable 
for varied fdgeting modes. Most participants used the Fidget Knob 
at very slow rotational speed with their hand in a “claw grip” form 
that resembled the posture of using a laptop trackpad. Most com-
monly, participants used their index and/or middle fnger on the 
edge of the knob wheel to rotate it. Some participants used their 
thumb infrequently, and a number placed the point of their index 
fnger on the top surface of the knob (see Figure 10). 

While all participants used the Fidget Knob for the study, two 
participants declared they were not spinning-type fdgeters, instead 

Figure 10: Views of participant interaction with the Fidget 
Knob during the evaluation 

preferring to squish or knead something. As expected, we can verify 
that the choice of rotation as the primary interaction will inherently 
limit the scope of the device. 

Most participants expressed a desire for the knob itself to be-
come more handheld through a slight reduction in size and an 
improvement in the ergonomics. Currently, the square base does 
not ft comfortably in one’s hand. Participants also would have 
preferred the base to be made of softer and warmer materials. Two 
participants wished that the textured knob grip was made into a 
more organic shape. Another three participants suggested softer 
touch materials like silicone, video game joysticks, and soft fur for 
the outer ring of the knob, so long as the grip remained. 

5.6.1 Sofware Haptics and Control Systems. Certain feedback modes, 
especially the stronger and coarser modes, provided a “pulsing” or 
“jittering” feedback when turned towards the end of a detent or 
range of motion. This feedback, an artifact of the PID control loop 
in the frmware, was seen almost universally as displeasurable and 
distracting. Participants also disliked the separate box with the 
mode switch button, preferring it to be integrated in the knob stand 
or even the knob itself. One participant suggested a switch, rotat-
ing dial, or multiple buttons would be a better user interface as 
the current method of clicking through modes sequentially was 
inordinately demanding and unintuitive. 

The above results represent an analysis of the six conducted user 
study sessions, bringing together quantitative data on fdgeting with 
in-context behavioral observation and personal interviews. These 
results are largely in accordance with the limited prior research on 
fdgeting from a design perspective. We discuss these results, as 
well as our theoretical connections from the background sections, 
to propose updated current knowledge and directions for future 
research. 

6 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND 
CONCLUSIONS 

Mind-wandering research is laced with contradiction and oppos-
ing conclusions as it relates to MW efcacy, purpose, origin, and 
more. Our aim is not to resolve these inherent conficts, but simply 
to “create space” for design within this complex feld. We present 
this discussion as evidence-supported provocations, ideas, and ex-
ploratory avenues, rather than as strict, factual claims. In discussing 
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our fndings, we consider the “inspiration approach” from Stolter-
man [61] and their proposal that the design process can be improved 
through clear defnition of a design space and provision of tools 
and methods for study (such as the Fidget Knob), given such tools 
and knowledge are not strict and prescriptive. 

6.1 Findings from Research 
6.1.1 Personal Knowledge of Fidgeting. We fnd the data generated 
through interaction with the Fidget Knob to be suitable both for 
internal (personal) and external analysis. The data will allow users 
to evaluate on their own fdgeting behaviors and efects, generating 
“self-awareness” as to the situational beneft and applicability of 
fdgeting. This could be both “in action” or retrospective and data 
driven. Indeed, some of our participants in the study used the Fidget 
Knob to refect on their fdgeting behaviors. Participant 4, for exam-
ple, related the use of the device to their fdgeting habit of touching 
their own hair, and came to understand how those actions had be-
come an integral part of their “thinking process.” Such self-tracking 
is known to generate expertise and practical self-knowledge [29] 
and has already been applied in the HCI and wellness domain [17]. 
Participant 5 discussed their force and pattern of use of the Fidget 
Knob as cluing them into their internal stressed state. While not 
explicitly requested by the users, such self-awareness can be seen 
as critical to utilizing fdgeting in a manner that supplements their 
primary goals instead of simply providing distraction. 

Further, researchers may use this device to engage a large num-
ber of users in citizen science projects (generating large data sets) 
to create personas or characterizations to classify types of fdget-
ing behavior and identify subgroups for further study. The data 
obtained from the Fidget Knob, as illustrated by Figures 7 and 8, 
highlight individual diferences in fdgeting behaviors. While empir-
ical evidence already demonstrates potential groupings for fdgeting 
behaviors [15, 21], this data-driven approach ofers clear input and 
parameters for classifcation. 

6.1.2 Fidgeting as Extended MW. Our present fndings both chal-
lenge and extend Bruineberg and Fabry’s proposal that extended 
MW “shares the costs of MW, but does not share the benefts" [7, 
p.18], as our interviews on participant perception of fdgeting pro-
vide empirical evidence for both these costs and benefts. Their 
claim of extended MW inutility might be driven by the scope and 
the complexity of ICT devices, with the infnite possibility they ofer 
for extended MW. Distraction with an ICT device can be cognitively 
consuming, occur over a long time, and is often not ritualistically 
repetitive in its physical movement in the same way as fdgeting. 
While Bruineberg and Fabry suggest that their framework may also 
apply to “other cases of habitual engagements with digital tech-
nologies” [7, p.24], they may not have anticipated extended MW 
occurring through comparatively “dumb” interactive fdget objects 
when defning their proposal. As such, the claim that fdget objects 
are providing both costs and benefts during extended MW is not 
wholly in opposition to Bruineberg and Fabry, but rather extends 
the manifestation of extended MW with a diferent “class” of inter-
action. Indeed, as related to the costs of extended MW, some of our 
participants (participant 3 and 4), found the Fidget Knob evoked a 
desire to play, and for one participant, served as a distraction from 
their primary task due to the satisfaction the device ofered. Even 

the use of relatively simple interactive fdgeting devices could thus 
potentially result in negative efects of extended MW. Therefore, 
care has to be taken in the design of these devices, for example, by 
monitoring ongoing fdgeting behavior and provide feedback or 
limit the device should fdgeting increase above a certain pre-set 
threshold. In general, levels of interactivity (e.g., mode switching, 
the device responding or adapting to a user’s behavior) would be 
interesting to investigate as a parameter in relation to distraction 
through device-mediated extended MW. 

In the present explorations we have considered fdgeting as ex-
tended MW in accordance with the family resemblances approach 
to MW [55]. We should further consider MW as a process instead 
of a discrete event and explore the nuances within the phenome-
non. Setting the classifcation constructs of perceptual (de)coupling, 
meta-(un)awareness, and (un)intentionality on a continuum [as 
also discussed by 7, 55] would allow for studying how one’s MW 
experience evolves over the course of an episode. With our propo-
sition that fdgeting is an integral part of an extended MW episode, 
fdgeting data could be used to investigate the development of such 
MW episodes and the relative role of cognitive extensions ofered 
by fdgeting throughout such episodes. As our data show, certain 
moments during a task (e.g., reading, or task switching) may elicit 
more pronounced moments of fdgeting and thus of extended MW. 

6.2 Future Work 
6.2.1 Research Platform. We see our proposition to conceptualise 
fdgeting as extended MW as an invitation to designers to actively 
explore the concept of MW. Designers could play a central role in 
designing specifc fdgeting interventions that, for example, support 
constructive extended MW for creative ideation. By providing an 
open source, customizable, instrumented, and responsive device 
with the Fidget Knob, we hope to open up the design space for 
fdgeting and MW research. The use of a singular platform in mul-
tiple studies on fdgeting could fnally enable direct comparison of 
fdgeting behaviors on a large scale and across many conditions. 
Further, we see strong potential for crossover outside of the HCI 
domains, for example, in research with young people with ADHD 
or people on the autism spectrum who often employ “stimming” as 
a coping mechanism. We encourage adaptation and “remixing” of 
the existing device to ft any particular research scenario, and we 
can already ofer a few ideas on how the device could be adapted 
to support constructive extended MW. 

6.2.2 Afect Regulation (Personal and Social). Based on past re-
search into non-instrumental movement driving afective change, 
there exists an opportunity to not only provide responsive haptic 
feedback but also “feedforward,” or a predictive and intent-driven 
“inherent” feedback [8]. This would of course require a precise 
knowledge of 1) what manifested fdgeting behaviors signify and 
2) what stimuli will cause what afective efects (and we already 
know this to be highly individual). This was proved to be quite 
difcult 10+ years ago, but the miniaturization and increase in f-
delity of sensors and actuators since could re-open this opportunity 
space. A broader study with Fidget Knobs given to participants 
over extended time along with a diary/journal elements could help 
understand how fdgeting manifests situationally, later informing 
this “feedforward.” 
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We also envision the Fidget Knob to interface with social contexts 
in and out of the workplace. This would gain further power if the 
collected fdgeting data is linked to what is occurring on-screen for 
an individual, or, for example, tied to events listed in their calendar. 
Then, patterns of fdgeting could be directly matched with real-
world events and activities. These use contexts could provide input 
parameters to the device to modulate its feedback, perhaps to drive 
engagement in a long meetings or induce useful MW. This again 
presupposes knowledge of specifc interactions that can generate an 
afective response. As we saw from this present study, certain haptic 
feedback was seen as more frustrating and combative (afectively 
“arousing”) than others, so this certainly is within the realm of 
possibility. 

It is already known that “intentionality” is an important dimen-
sion in defning MW, and existing research has linked fdgeting to 
the “spontaneous,” or unintentional, type of MW [11]. We see an 
opportunity the Fidget Knob to take over the responsibility for gen-
erating and regulating intentionality in MW episodes. This would 
challenge existing understandings of fdgeting as without intent 
and without beneft. 

6.2.3 Fidgeting, Extended MW, and Creativity. In considering po-
tential benefts of extended MW through the Fidget Knob, we see 
potential for how the device could support creative ideation. Meta-
aware MW has been speculated to enhance (certain kinds of) creativ-
ity [2, 28, 48]. Many of the Fidget Knob’s modes of interaction are 
slow, gentle, and calming, rather than fast and activating, and users 
demonstrated a clear preference for these slower modes during the 
evaluation. Abtahi et al. [1] argue that slow physical interaction can 
promote a “mindful state,” and thus, the slowness in the physical 
interaction with Fidget Knob might encourage a form of extended 
MW that supports creativity. 

Baber [3] makes a case for the importance of physical actions in 
creative problem solving, saying “embodied cognition is playing 
a role in explicating design thinking (because ‘creativity’ arises 
from interactions with materials rather than occurring solely in the 
head)" (p.2). Participants in our user evaluation repeatedly refer-
enced fdgeting as “needed” to think, and that it is used to guide 
the progression of one’s thoughts as people “think through” or via 
their fdgeting actions. Based on these fndings and our theoretical 
proposition, we can see fdgeting as an embodied extension that 
supports creative ideation through non-instrumental movement. 
One speculation is that fdgeting is a way to “ofoad” MW onto the 
environment through use of a cognitive extension such as Fidget 
Knob. When and where such an extension of MW through fdgeting 
is somehow restricted, it could be that MW focuses inward exclu-
sively or fails to materialise constructively, which, depending on 
the specifc task, may be detrimental to task completion. Further 
research into moments where (internal) MW and extended MW 
through fdgeting align in creative ideation is necessary to substan-
tiate this claim. We envision the Fidget Knob could serve as a way 
to provide restrictions to extended MW (e.g., by ofering limited 
modes, or “counterproductive” modes as suggested by participants) 
to test whether restricting fdgeting could restrict constructive MW 
on the whole. 

6.3 Limitations 
One of the points of diferentiation for this user evaluation is its 
aim to assess the impact of MW on creativity without an arbitrary 
task or quantitative evaluation. We consider creativity here in a de-
sign context, involving a “connecting of the dots” between abstract 
concepts, personal refection, future planning, and more. Partici-
pants frequently spoke on the connection between fdgeting and 
“thinking,” but without specifc reference to creativity. We found 
it very hard to trigger organic creativity in the “lab setting,” even 
though the lab mirrored a normal work environment. The chosen 
task of the PB may have been too developed at the time of the evalu-
ation, requiring only fne tuning and editing rather than early-stage 
creative ideation as we have targeted. For future study, we recom-
mend a task that is more “hands on” and involves generating some 
product or deliverable outcome, though not one that is artifcial 
and constrained. 

The evaluation was not able to identify the direct impact of 
extended MW-based fdgeting with as much clarity as hoped. As 
mentioned in the results, the probes caught MW with less frequency 
than could be expected. Our probe spacing was larger than other 
studies [53], so future research should consider increasing the fre-
quency of the probes to match existing research more closely, or 
train participants in meta-awareness of their MW state to enable 
efective self-caught reporting (the most efective observed method). 
These changes would increase the likelihood of capturing signif-
cant MW while fdgeting. 

The conducted user evaluation was limited in scope, and we see 
opportunity to extend the scope of future studies both longitudi-
nally and across domains. A user study in which participants “live 
with” the Fidget Knob for an extended period in their natural work 
environments could yield deeper insight into stable use patterns 
and efects. As we discuss “self-awareness” and knowledge as a ben-
efcial efect of the Fidget Knob, we would do well to conduct a study 
in which participants are given the opportunity to refect on the 
gathered data and use it to modulate their fdgeting habits. Further 
studies comparing the smart Fidget Knob to existing (non-smart) 
fdget objects could determine how infuential users fnd the hap-
tic feedback of the Knob. Connecting the Fidget Knob with larger 
scoped research, especially within existing MW study paradigms 
and groups, could add legitimacy and supportive data to our ideas 
on extended MW and creativity. Clearly, many opportunities exist 
for diversifed future research. 

6.4 Conclusion 
We have positioned fdgeting as an example of extended mind-
wandering, a second wave extended mind view of the phenomenon 
of MW. Critical to this fdgeting-mediated extended MW is one’s 
interaction with a fdget object and through this interaction, we 
consider MW, fdgeting, and creativity to be interrelated processes. 
This research demonstrates a prototype of the Fidget Knob, an 
instrumented, interactive, and responsive fdget object with the 
primary goal of supporting introspective self-knowledge in MW 
and aiding in cognitive processing and creative ideation. 

We conducted an exploratory user study collecting both quantita-
tive and qualitative data as participants utilized the Fidget Knob co-
incident with a work session on a task that united research, writing, 
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and creative synthesis. Results of this user evaluation demonstrated 
a connection between fdgeting activity and mental processes as 
both an infuencing factor and a tangible representation. Users had 
distinguishable fdgeting patterns based on their main focus activity, 
even if those patterns were not identical across participants. Users 
also demonstrated clear and consistent preferences for specifc hap-
tic sensations. The links to creativity itself were less clear, with 
some empirical evidence positioning extended MW as benefcial 
to the refective and evaluative dimensions of creativity, but with 
further study necessary to produce conclusive evidence. 

Future research can leverage the open-source Fidget Knob plat-
form to further investigate fdgeting as an embodied interactive 
phenomenon. We believe larger data sets generated with this same 
research tool could enable novel quantitative identifcation and 
classifcation of fdgeting behaviors that was previously inacces-
sible. With these presented theoretical connections and platform 
for fdgeting research, we reengage with fdgeting as a topic of 
potential beneft in interaction design and establish a new exemplar 
of extended mind-wandering. 
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